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The Danish education sector is renowned for provid-
ing high quality education at all levels. Denmark is 
also among the most digitized countries in the world. 
These two facts have made Denmark the natural 
home for many of the global frontrunners of Educa-
tional Tech.

We invite you to get to know more about Danish ed-
ucation and Ed Tech solutions at the first ever Danish 
Pavilion at BETT London 2019, where we are proud to 
show you how digital solutions have become a corner-
stone in the Danish education sector.

Education in Denmark is built on strong principles 
about active participation and close cooperation. 
As you will see in this booklet close cooperation is a 
priority not only among students and between schools 
and parents but also between EdTech providers and 
providers of education. We present you with a range 
of cases, where EdTech solutions have strengthened 
learning, participation and creativity or made the 
teacher’s job easier and more efficient.

Active participation by students is encouraged at all 
levels of the education system. Digital learning makes 
this even easier. Danish EdTech companies provide 
innovative ways to teach technology and enable stu-
dents to build their own creative technical solutions. 
In addition, digital learning can increase student moti-
vation, which ultimately results in increased learning. 

Using digital platforms makes it easier to provide 
teaching that is up to date, relevant and multimodal. 
Digital solutions also level the playing field among stu-
dents. The possibilities of customizing and adapting 
each learning situation provide all students, regardless 
of their needs, with a better and more differentiated 
learning experience. In this way we ensure that all 
young people acquire knowledge and competencies 
qualifying them to take active part in the knowledge 
society and contribute to its further development.

Digital Learning and Educational Tech will set the 
course for education of the future. Join the Danish 
companies on this journey and visit the Danish Pavil-
ion at BETT 2019. 

Visit us at stand E-182
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Dyslexic and struggling readers must work hard 
to succeed in school. But with assistive techno-
logy for reading and writing they are given the 
opportunity to learn and to participate in class 
on equal terms with their friends. However, 
their assistive tool must be easy to use and non-
stigmatising, says Kasper Hyldig Føns, Head 
Teacher at Tåsinge School. Otherwise it won’t 
be used.

The ability to read and write is essential for making 
your way in society, such as getting an education, 
holding on to a job and providing for yourself. 

But for some people reading and writing does not 
come easy: in primary and lower secondary school 
there are, on average, two dyslexic children per class. 
Among 16 –  65 year-old Danes, one in six finds it diffi-
cult to read simple texts and answer questions about 
the content. 

Typical effects of dyslexia are slow reading, lack of 
reading comprehension and poor spelling – difficulties 
that affect the ability to learn, express yourself in writ-
ing and acquire knowledge. Dyslexic students often 
find it difficult to take part in class activities. This can 
make them feel stupid or different and it may affect 
their self-esteem.  

As dyslexia is not a learning difficulty you outgrow, cop-
ing strategies are required. One very effective strategy 
is the use of assistive technology: ”Our CD-ORD and In-
toWords reading and writing tools help dyslexic children 
and adults by reading texts aloud to them at a pace they 
can control. When they ‘read with their ears’, they can 
concentrate on the contents of the text instead of strug-
gling with difficult words and decoding,” says Bettina 
Lundskjold, Sales and Marketing Manager at Vitec MV. 

A recent Danish study showed that dyslexic students 
in grades 4 – 7 improved their comprehension of texts 
by using the reading function. Using a predictive word 
function resulted in greater accuracy and fewer random 
errors (source: Arnbak and Klint Petersen, 2016). 

The predictive word function in IntoWords/CD-ORD 
helps users compose their own texts by displaying a list 
of words suggesting or helping them spell the word they 
are looking for. The tool is contextual, Bettina Lundskjold 
explains: ”Underlying the predictive function is a com-
prehensive database of words and phrases that the pro-
gram can draw on and use when correcting. It is essential 
that the user finds the word he or she is looking for right 
at the top of the list; it has to be as easy as possible.” 

Kasper Hyldig Føns agrees: ”IntoWords is the program 
we feel works best with children because it’s easily 
accessible, we find it works every time, and our students 
find it easy to use it. We’ve tried more complicated 

Vitec MV//Tåsinge School

Everyone can read and write with 
technology

programs, but students just end up not using them,” 
he says. ”So, it’s an advantage that it’s a small pro-
gram, and there’s no stigma about using it. After all, 
it’s about levelling the playing field for the students 
in things they struggle with so they don’t feel disad-
vantaged compared to everyone else,” Kasper Hyldig 
Føns concludes.   

Vitec MV is the new name of MV-Nordic.
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WISEflow, from UNIwise, is a digital exam and 
assessment platform, supporting end-to-end 
workflows and enabling governments, schools 
and universities to streamline, create, deliver 
and electronically manage exams and assess-
ment online. At Brunel University London, they 
have felt this digital transformation first hand 
and report that the benefits are ”immediately 
identifiable and compelling for students and for 
staff”.

WISEflow is today by far the most used assessment 
platform in educational institutions in Scandinavia 
and Northern Europe. ”We believe that educational 
institutions need to provide effective exams of high 
quality that can provide students with an authentic 
assessment experience,” says Steffen Skovfoged, 
Executive Director at UNIwise, adding that ”all insti-
tutions of higher education share this sentiment, of 
course, but it is becoming increasingly harder to do 
with a manual exam and assessment procedure”.

The difficulty lies in the rapid digital progression of 
student learning activities that is becoming increas-
ingly out of tune with an analogue testing environ-
ment, Steffen Skovfoged explains: 

”Students are engaging in digital activities within all 
levels of their learning experience in higher education, 

and most students are heading towards an industry, 
where they will conduct the majority of their work 
on a computer. Asking them to suspend their usual 
digital study patterns and their learning tool of choice 
– the computer – in favour of writing exams with pen 
and paper is not creating a sound basis for authentic 
assessment in the 21st century”. 

A digital transformation of the exam and assessment 
process can lead to other improvements, as they 
have experienced at Brunel University. In 2016 they 
initiated a partnership with UNIwise, the company 
behind WISEflow, to investigate the potential for 
digital assessment within UK higher education exam 
and assessment procedures. This partnership was the 
start of a gradual implementation towards a full-scale 
digitisation of the exam and assessment process for 
the London-based university, which in the 2017/2018 
exam period saw 1220 students conducting their ex-
ams digitally using WISEflow, resulting in more than 
3000 exams submitted within the digital assessment 
workflow.

And according to Brunel University London the new 
exam and assessment procedure has significant 
benefits: 

”The procedure is easy and secure. In advance of their 
exams, students install a lockdown browser on their 
laptops, which, come the exam time, prevents access 

to any other applications, although access to chosen 
websites can be allowed if required.

For our invigilators, gone are the days of counting 
papers before students can leave the exam hall. A 
quick check on the screen confirms that all students 
have submitted their work – especially useful for large 
exams of over 250 students, when the submissions 
can be counted in seconds. Markers also have no 
delay in receiving the exam papers and no longer have 
to coordinate with colleagues to meet up and swap 
scripts for marking and/or moderation.”

UNIwise//Brunel University London

Benefitting from a Digital 
Assessment Workflow
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The Municipality of Faxe was looking for digi-
tal teaching materials of high academic quality 
with inspiring contents in an intuitive and user-
friendly design in the fall of 2017. This need was 
fulfilled by Alinea’s digital publishing platform 
NEXT. Alinea was chosen after a six-month 
qualifying process to find the right match. 

The teachers of the Municipality of Faxe wanted digi-
tal teaching portals that would give them freedom of 
choice. They wanted to be able to use a digital portal, 
either as their primary teaching material, or as a bank 
of supplementary resources that they could access 
and use when they wanted, and in combination with 
other teaching materials.

”At the Municipality of Faxe we have a wide range of 
teachers, which means that we have diverse ap-
proaches to teaching, and we embrace this diversity. 
Alinea’s digital teaching portals offer a structure that 
gives the individual teachers the opportunity to pre-
pare their teaching according to their specific needs 
and wishes, and this aspect has been central to us,” 
says Henrik Brink-Olesen, Pedagogical Consultant, 
Faxe Municipality.

Throughout the whole development process – both 
the development of the digital platform and the 
individual portals for each subject – there has been a 

Alinea//The Municipality of Faxe

Getting inspiring digital teaching 
portals for all subjects and all 

grade levels
close dialogue with the end users, involving teachers 
and students from all over the country.

”To be involved in the development of the teaching 
portals has been extremely interesting, because as 
teachers we will be using these portals for many 
years,” explains Kim Pedersen, Teacher at Hastrup 
School, Køge.

With Alinea’s teaching portals, the Municipality of Faxe 
has gained a platform with a design that both facilitates 
in-depth learning and is easy to use for the students.

”We have consistently tested our ideas with the end 
users, and several times we have had to scrap ideas 
we as developers believed to be good, but which did 
not live up to the end users’ needs.

Functions and design ideas seeming appropriate in 
the planning phase do not always turn out to be ele-
ments that work in the classroom. 

We are proud to say that we know that Alinea’s teach-
ing portals work as intended, namely because our end 
users, the teachers themselves, took part in the actual 
design process.” says Charlotte Staun Christensen, 
Usability Expert, Alinea. 

The Municipality of Faxe made it clear that they wanted 
digital teaching material that enhances students’ learning.

Alinea’s teaching portals do this through their multi- 
modal approach to learning, using a multiplicity of 
modes; e.g. literary texts, factual texts, picture books, 
articles, maps, relevant films and colourful photos. 
The students are presented with new knowledge in an 
inspiring way.

The NEXT platform is a state of the art digital publish-
ing platform. It enables easy publication of engaging 
and inspiring contents for both authors and editors.

NEXT lives up to the demands of contemporary digital 
teaching material in the immensely digitalized Danish 
folkeskole (equivalent to primary and lower-secondary).

The platform has been developed by Alinea, the largest 
educational publishing company in Denmark, and a 
primary concern during the development process was 
user experience to enhance the usability of the plat-
form. As a result, the platform is intuitive and easy to 
use for both content authors and editors, and they are 
consequently able to deliver digital teaching materials 
matching the demands for contemporary learning.

Come and see how the platform can fulfil your needs 
for disseminating high quality content in a digital world.
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Denmark is probably the most advanced 
country in the world when it comes to using 
educational technology in the classroom. Ar-
resø Skole and Dyhrs Skole are among the 
frontrunner schools that have experienced how 
digital learning materials have changed their 
way of teaching. Danish EdTech company Clio, 
industry leader in the Nordics, has been one of 
the driving forces behind the digital disruption 
of learning materials in Danish elementary 
schools. 

When it comes to using digital learning technology, 
Arresø Skole and Dyhrs Skole are among the nation’s 
frontrunners. These two schools have witnessed first-
hand how digital learning materials can lead to more 
effective differentiation and increased topicality and 
reading comprehension, which support and motivate 
students in the classroom.

A key component of the digital shift in Danish schools 
has been the high level of ambition and willingness to 
change displayed by the schools themselves. Accord-
ing to Stefan Bendtsen, principal at Arresø Skole, it 
is all about aiming for the right goal: making the kids 
smarter.

”The primary focus of using digital learning materials 
must always be to increase learning. Clio’s digital 

reading aid, the Reading Engine, has resulted in a 
significant increase in motivation and reading com-
prehension among first graders at our school. Add 
to that a noticeable boost to the general well-being 
and self-confidence of the students, and you’re left 
with an overall result so overwhelmingly positive that 
digitalisation suddenly makes perfect sense,” explains 
Stefan Bendtsen.

According to the principal, digital success comes 
down to one thing: having the right strategy and 
sticking to it:

”Digital strategies have to be kept simple, and schools 
need to take advantage of the resources they have 
at their disposal. If, for example, a school has a lot of 
Chromebooks, they should use these as  jumping-off 
point. Also, it’s important to be brave! All this technol-
ogy can seem strange and daunting – that’s how we 
felt, too, the first time we used Clio at our school – but 
in the end it really helps the students. And that’s the 
most important thing.”

Stefan Bendtsen is backed by Mathilde Skjød, a 
teacher at Dyhrs Skole who has been using Clio for a 
number of years and experienced the digitalisation of 
the Danish elementary schools at first hand.

”Digitalisation has made my daily life easier and given 
me a lot more options than I had before. Digital learn-

ing materials, with all their features and functions, can 
be overwhelming at first, but once you learn how to 
use them, it’s hard to imagine going back. Clio’s por-
tals make it easy to differentiate texts and adapt them 
to the  varying reading levels of the students. I can 
keep track of the notes they write and the answers 
they give in the interactive reading guides. Along with 
the self-correcting training exercises, these are some 
of the reasons why I find myself with more time to 
further the development of each individual student,” 
Mathilde Skjød explains. She continues:

”Years ago, we chose to move to Clio’s digital plat-
forms for Biology and Geography, in large part be-
cause the contents are always up-to-date and  will not 
become outdated like analogue materials.”

Clio is a Nordic industry leader in the field of EdTech. 
The company is present in the Danish and Swedish 
markets and is currently investigating new markets. 
Learn more about Clio at clio.me.

Clio//Arresø Skole//Dyhrs Skole

How EdTech took centre stage in 
the digitalisation of Danish schools
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Technology and digitisation gradually change 
our everyday lives – the way we work, teach, 
learn and act. No doubt this gives us challenges, 
but indeed also opportunities. 

With MathFessor on their devices the students at 
Frydenhøjskolen have become more motivated to do 
math. 

This is EduLab’s contribution to the Edtech industry in 
Denmark – to lift the teaching of math into the future 
with a super digital math portal. 

EduLab’s math portal, MathFessor.com was created 
to help primary schools develop children’s mathemat-
ical skills in the most efficient, entertaining and varied 
way. 

The vision at EduLab is to create sublime, mathemat-
ical learning that can make the children of the world 
better at math. The vision is deeply anchored in the 
company’s work and is kept in mind in every step 
taken. At the same time high standards for data ethics 
is part of our trademark. 

Three out of four Danish primary schools use Math-
Fessor. So why is it such a great  success and why do 
the pupils in Denmark work so much in our portal? 

EduLab//Frydenhøjskolen

Making the world better at math

Rico Christensen from Frydenhøjskolen can answer 
some of these questions. He chose to replace the 
textbooks and entered the digital universe of Math-
Fessor with his two 7th grade classes. It made his life 
as a teacher easier and significantly changed the math 
skills of the students.

”The students are excited to do the math with ”Fes-
sor” on their tablet or smartphone. As a teacher, I 
experienced a significantly different motivation among 
the students. They love the adaptive SuperTrainer, 
where they repeatedly practice the same topic, but 
perceive it as good academic challenges because they 
get so many different tasks. They think it’s fun,” Rico 
Christensen says.

But not only the students are happy to work in the 
digital universe with MathFessor. The teachers are 
too. They experience that the digital universe makes 
most children self-driven. The system automatically 
assigns tasks, provides feedback to the students, and 
teachers can draw evaluations directly. It saves time 
and gives a quick overview of the progress of each 
individual student.

”As a teacher, I get released resources in my lessons, 
so I can reach out to everyone several times – espe-
cially to those who have trouble doing math. I feel I 
can embrace more students, and it gives less stress to 

work in this way. Both students and teachers benefit 
from it,” says Rico Christensen.

With Personalized Learning we go one step further 
than Adaptive Learning. By equally combining adap-
tive technology and teacher involvement we can get 
even closer to the needs of the individual student. 
Visualising the student’s work and progress for both 
teacher and student give the teacher the opportunity 
to create individual learning plans and support the 
students where guidance is needed the most. This 
motivates and engages the students in a degree 
where the results can be seen in the marks. 

Technology and digitisation change our lives. It gives 
us challenges, but indeed also great opportuni-
ties. CEO Kasper Holst puts it this way: ”It requires 
courage and initial investment as a teacher to adapt 
to new digital learning resources – but giving it time 
you’ll advance your teaching methods which is an 
investment in the future.” 
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Hogeschool Utrecht University had the right 
processes, technology and ambitions to produce 
an incredible number  of eLearning courses in 
a short  time. Eurekos provided the approach 
and the right learning management platform for 
easy-to-use built-in content authoring.

Hogeschool Utrecht University (HU) had a big chal-
lenge. They needed to build online courses to train a 
large number of students and teachers within a very 
short time. Adding to this challenge was the location 
of the students, three Caribbean islands 7,800 kilo-
metres away from their university in the Netherlands. 

Utrecht’s School of Education had already tested 
the use of online learning to reach remote students 
and make it possible to arrange specialized courses 
that did not have enough students to fill a traditional 
classroom.  

But this was different because the scale and time-
frame were imposing. They needed to create hun-
dreds of courses quickly to cover many different disci-
plines and various types of students and teachers.  

Also, the faculty was somewhat sceptical about 
eLearning. Hans van Bergen, a faculty expert of edu-
cation was one of the first ones involved, ”I was invit-
ed to participate in the creation of the digital courses, 

which used video contents. I had never delivered 
instructions in a format meant for online use or even 
been in front of a camera.”

Nick Eriksen, Chief Technology Officer at Eurekos, 
who implemented the Eurekos LMS and worked with 
van Bergen in that first phase of the project, said, 
”Hans told me, you can’t do my material digitally. But 
working with us, he created fifteen weeks of classes in 
a matter of days. He was brilliant.”

Those early ”test pilot” faculty members, who 
developed digital content for the eLearning courses 
served as ambassadors for the other instructors at the 
School of Education. Suddenly, faculties ”were very 
willing to make courses,” said van Bergen. ”We told 
many teachers, ”You can do this next year.” And they 
were lining up in front of my office saying, ”I want to 
do it now.’”

”The management of our university supported this 
with time and money,” said van Bergen. ”The teach-
ers wanted those courses. The students wanted them. 
And the technology was supporting it.” 

Within a few months the original 20 or 30 courses 
grew to 400. Within three years, the number had 
more than quadrupled. Each course consisted of 
instructor videos lasting 5 to 10 minutes. These vid-
eos were produced externally and made available to 

students with animations, gamification, quizzes and 
textual contents, among other components.

Now, the students who took those courses from the 
university are using the Eurekos LMS and the same 
processes to create lessons to use in their own class-
rooms,  in their work as interns. Their students can 
watch videos on their own and come to classes ready 
to join in on discussions, projects and other learning 
activities.

The technology that made all this happen was the 
 Eurekos LMS, which included features that were criti-
cal to the success of the project:

• The ability to clone courses and modify them with 
localised information 

• Collaborative content creation

• The capacity to keep courses up to date

• A user-friendly interface

• Support for ”social learning” 

• Mobile-readiness. 
 
The advantage of Eurekos, according to van Bergen, 
is that ”if you have an idea, you can realise it quickly. 
People are enthusiastic about creating their own on-
line courses because technology is helping them and 
not hindering them.”

Eurekos//Hogeschool Utrecht University

How Hogeschool Utrecht 
University created 400 digital 
courses in just a few months
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Many Danish municipalities are already doing 
the political footwork necessary to boost the 
development of innovative learning spaces. The 
goal is to ensure a democratic formation of the 
young generations and create the best possible 
foundation for meeting the needs of the future 
labour market. Hippomini facilitates this rede-
velopment of schools and day care centres to 
support the 21st century skill set.

Innovation is something we learn about in school. 
These past years, Hippomini has successfully deliv-
ered qualified counselling on educational technologies 
that support the 21st century skill set through local 
public-private innovation partnerships with schools 
and day care centres. Focusing on lifelong learning 
and user-driven innovation, Hippomini develops 
technology-supported learning environments, or Mak-
erspaces, based on the municipality’s local political 
visions and the physical framework on site.

In a recent partnership with the school administration 
of Rødovre Municipality, Hippomini developed and 
implemented Tek·X, a completely new learning envi-
ronment designed to support the subject Technology 
& Innovation and strengthen the capacity of teachers 
in the municipality. ”The new digital production forms 
have enabled user-driven innovation and sustainable 
production,” says Magdi el-Toukhy, Hippomini CTO, 

Hippomini//Rødovre Municipality

Creating innovative learning spaces 
through Public Private Partnership 

”and at Hippomini we have made it easy for our part-
ners to play an active part in the design process. This 
enables us to furnish, rebuild and renew worn-down 
premises cost-effectively.” 

Countless projects testify to the fact that children and 
youth administrations within the municipalities do 
have the courage to embrace this transformation of 
education. It is all about supporting the education-
al economy, and so it makes sense to have those, 
who use, work and must adapt to the frame of this 
space, take active part in the process of rethinking 
the learning space. ”Tek·X has enabled us to create a 
cornucopia of opportunities and with its opening, we 
take a huge first step towards the school of the future 
in Denmark,” states Erik Nielsen, Mayor of Rødovre 
Municipality. ”After 25 years as mayor, this is prob-
ably the biggest project I’ll ever be involved in. The 
future is right now!” 

In Rødovre, it is called an Experimentarium of Tech-
nology, or just Tek·X, whereas other municipalities 
refer to the new learning spaces as Makerspaces, 
FabLabs or ScienceLabs. Whatever the term, the 
common denominator is a focus on 21st century 
skills and project-based learning, which aim to raise 
the digital and technological skills of all students, 
whilst teaching them to work with entrepreneurship 
in innovative, collaborative and problem-solving 
ways. ”Here, students will mingle with students from 

other schools, co-operate across age groups and tech 
skills. And these are just some of the features that 
the traditional classroom does not offer,” says Lene 
Rosendal Mortensen, Senior Consultant at Rødovre 
Municipality. ”I imagine that Tek·X will push in a differ-
ent direction and challenge the way we think and do 
school today.” 
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At Holbergskolen teachers save time and target 
their teaching to each student’s level by using 
the grammar site Grammatip. Through engaged 
dialogue with the users Ordbogen.com, who 
owns Grammatip, works to make it easier and 
quicker to learn and work with a language, 
whether it is your mother tongue or a foreign 
language.

Ordbogen A/S has been a pioneer and a central play-
er in the digitisation of the Danish school system for 
over 15 years, and our dictionary site ordbogen.com, 
the Danish version of lemma.com, is used by more 
than 475,000 students – more than two thirds of all 
school students in Denmark.

Meanwhile, the grammar site grammatip.com, which 
streamlines the teaching of spelling and grammar in 
several languages, has also become an integral part 
of everyday school life. Today Grammatip is used by 
24,000 teachers and 375,000 students completing 
over 10 million exercises a year.

Today the dictionary site is used by all students and 
teachers in the Municipality of Copenhagen, meaning 
that over 50,000 users have easy access to updated 
dictionaries 24/7, no matter whether they are at 
school, on the move or at home. And if our users do 
not immediately find what they are looking for in the 

Ordbogen//Holbergskolen, Copenhagen

Targeted use of online teaching 
tools improves teaching

dictionaries, they can get linguistic support 6 days a 
week until 9 p.m., so that they always come away with 
an answer.

At Grammatip the teachers assign digital grammar 
exercises to students of all classes, and exercises 
are marked automatically so that the students get 
instant feedback, and the teachers do not spend time 
on marking papers. At the same time, Grammatip 
gives the teachers a complete overview of level and 
progress of each class and each student. This over-
view along with the detailed insight enable teachers 
to target and focus future Grammatip exercises much 
more precisely, enhancing their teaching.

Summing up teachers and students save valuable 
time, which can be used alternatively, and the quality 
of teaching can be focused and improved even more.   

Both students and teachers appreciate Grammatip: In 
the words of teacher Filip Nicolaisen at Holbergsko-
len: ”We have been happy with Grammatip. It is easy 
to differentiate the exercises relative to each student’s 
level, the exercises are self-marking, saving us time 
that can be used for teaching instead. At the same 
time, both students and teacher receive immediate 
feedback on exercises and the results are easy to in-
terpret and work with along with the student, allowing 
us to target our teaching even more. Feedback from 

our students shows that they also find it easy and 
motivating to work with Grammatip.”

CEO of Ordbogen Peter Revsbech has been part 
of the team since the beginning. ”The objective for 
a school and for Ordbogen, for teachers and for 
students is the same: We want to make it easier and 
quicker to learn and work with a language, whether it 
is your mother tongue or a foreign language.

This means that we always engage in a dialogue with 
our users about how our services should develop. We 
do not aim to digitise at any price but to digitise exact-
ly where we can improve the learning process.”
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